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ABSTRACT: Chiral phonons are concerted mirror-symmetric movements of atomic 

groups  connected by covalent and intermolecular bonds.  Finding chiral phonons in 

biocrystals is fundamentally and technologically important because these lattice vibrations 

should be highly specific to their short- and long-range organizations.  Based on theoretical 

and experimental data they might be expected but not identified or utilized.  Here we show 

that terahertz chiroptical spectroscopy enables registration and attribution of chiral 
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phonons in microcrystals of numerous amino acids and dipeptides. Theoretical analysis 

and computer simulations confirm that sharp mirror-symmetric bands observed for left 

and right enantiomers originate from collective vibrations of biomolecules interconnected 

by hydrogen bonds into helical chains. Structure-property relationships for strong phonons 

with rotatory components in biocrystals were also identified.  Bladder stones and health 

supplements display strong spectral signatures of chiral phonons indicating their 

immediate importance for biomedicine. 

 

The vibrations in simple crystal lattices, typically described as longitudinal and transverse 

phonons, commonly consist of parallel or perpendicular oscillatory displacements of atoms, in 

respect to the propagation direction.  As the complexity of the crystal lattice increases, the 

normal modes of phonons may become chiral as rotatory components emerge.  Besides their 

fundamental significance, the chiral phonons favoring specific mirror-symmetrical left- and 

right-handed modes could be uniquely suitable for application in a range of emergent chiroptical 

technologies1–9 but macroscale materials supporting such lattice vibrations have not been hitherto 

identified. 

Chiral phonons were initially predicted computationally and then recognized 

spectroscopically in two-dimensional materials, such as MoS2 and WSe2
1–4.  The hexagonal 

lattices of these monolayer materials are, however, achiral. The left and right modes coexist as 

degenerate phononic states, which make their individual observation and utilization difficult 

because the chiroptical light polarization effects from these lattice vibrations cancel out each 

other in bulk materials.   One can hypothesize that chiral phonons with specific polarization 

should be common for crystals from mirror-asymmetric biomolecules, which for brevity will 



henceforth be referred to as biocrystals. Depending on the dispersion relations and the photon-

phonon coupling strengths, the modes with left and right rotational components can be 

potentially detected by chiroptical spectroscopy because the degeneracy of the phonon states is 

lifted in biocrystals.  The relationships between the asymmetry of the biomolecules forming the 

crystal lattice, their space group, and the normal modes of sustained phonons are some of the 

fundamental unanswered questions that could be addressed after that.  Additionally, the different 

modes of chiral phonons in biocrystals would provide a unique tool for probing biomolecular 

arrangements in a wide range of structures with direct relevance to drug synthesis, biochemical 

quality control, protein folding, and disease diagnostics10–13.  

Large number of studies were carried out in the past on terahertz (THz) and other parts of 

the electromagnetic spectrum on crystals of chiral biomolecules14–21. While some resonance 

peaks were observed17–21, the assignment of specific vibrations to these peaks was limited by 

quality and variety of spectroscopic data and computational tools needed are much more 

complex than those in MoS2, or WSe2. Furthermore, mirror symmetrical relations between 

potential left- and right- phonons were never observed.  Several methodological problems have 

thus far prevented the observation of chiral phonons in biological crystals.  Specific chemical 

structures of prospective biomolecules, preferred crystal lattices, and spectroscopic modalities 

for the observation of chiral phonons are not known.  Even their expected spectral range is 

ambiguous, because the non-covalent interactions defining the structure and deformations in 

biocrystals can theoretically cover a wide range of vibrational frequencies13,22, leading to large 

spectral shifts compared to those of Weyl semimetals4,23. Furthermore, computational predictions 

of the collective vibrational modes of crystals with complex unit cells are also problematic. The 

diversity of non-covalent interactions, non-harmonicity and multiplicity of the coupled modes 



possible for biocrystals necessitate large models and thus become computationally too expensive, 

especially for long-period oscillations involving the collective movement of multiple molecular 

segments20,24,25 that are characteristic of phonons.  Numerical errors arising from convergence 

tolerances further exacerbate computational challenges, especially for in-silico discovery of low 

frequency modes20,24.  

Based on prior spectroscopic studies of proteins, DNA, and amino acids20,22,25–30, we 

hypothesized that chiral phonons in biocrystals would be located in the far-infrared (IR) to 

spectral window. While the resonance frequencies of ‘localized’ intermolecular vibrations of 

non-covalent interactions mostly lie in the mid-IR range, the phononic modes of biocrystals are 

likely to be observed between 0.2 and 3 THz (6 to 100 cm−1) since the energies of their 

intermolecular forces lie between ~0.001  and  ~0.02 eV, matching the photon energies of THz 

radiation. The molecular masses of units undergoing these vibrational motions are also relatively 

large (>50 g/mol)22,25,28, which dramatically reduces the phonon frequencies compared to 

inorganic crystals.  

We chose amino acids (AAs) as experimental and computational models because they are 

structurally versatile and serve as building blocks for many biomolecules.  They are also known 

to have absorption bands of uncertain origin in the far-IR and THz ranges20,25,29,30. Importantly, 

almost all AAs are available as left/right enantiomers and computational difficulties related to 

calculations of chiral phonons can be addressed accurately and efficiently with the recently 

developed semiempirical GFN2-XTB Hamiltonian31.  

However, AAs also have disadvantages as experimental models for chiral phonons, due 

to the coexistence of multiple crystalline phases and hydration states in their bulk crystals.  The 

seemingly minor presence of the opposite enantiomer and impurities can also distort or change 



their crystal habits11,22. Furthermore, AA powders and pellets have a wide range of particle sizes 

with crystals larger than 200 μm persisting even after grinding.  Large dimensions and multiple 

crystal habits severely deteriorate the quality of THz absorption (TA)32 and THz circular 

dichroism (TCD) spectra due to Mie scattering (Supplementary Information),  resulting in 

broadened spectra with distorted peak features. A further challenge in this study is that the 

implementation of chiroptical spectroscopy methods in the THz range is far from being trivial 

especially for biological materials33–35.  

To obtain high quality spectra of the biocrystals, we developed a hyperspectral THz setup 

with motorized XY scanning (Fig. 1).  This setup enables accurate measurements and 

identification of chiral phonons by acquiring spatially resolved TA, TCD, and THz optical 

rotation dispersion (TORD) spectra (Fig. 1) in concentrated slurries containing ~ 50 wt% of 

recrystallized AA crystals in mineral oil (MO).  The random orientation of the densely packed 

microcrystals in the slurries eliminates spectral distortions typically observed in pressured and 

pelleted samples arising from birefringence and linear dichroism (Fig. 1a,b and Supplementary 

Information).  Similar problems were reported for circular dichroism measurements in the 

visible range36,37.   

A quartz sandwich cell with a 100 μm spacer maintaining the uniformity of the optical 

wavefront and sample thickness was utilized to obtain high signal-to-noise ratios.  Also 

important was maintaining crystal phase purity and AA crystal sizes below 20 μm, which was 

achieved by careful recrystallization of the commercial chemicals (Supplementary Fig. 1 and 

Supplementary Tables 1, 2).  Their crystalline phase and size distributions were confirmed by 

powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and particle size 

analyzers, respectively (Fig. 1c,d and Supplementary Figs. 2-5).  



The TA for each pixel is calculated directly from  and , fast Fourier transform of the 

electric fields in the x and y directions obtained by three different polarization measurements, 

while TCD and TORD spectra for each pixel were determined from the Stokes equations (Fig.1f-

g and Supplementary Information)33,34.  The TA spectra for the L and D enantiomers of the 20 

AAs obtained in this study (Fig. 2a,b) as well as the TA spectra observed for their subset using 

pelleted samples in prior studies20,25,29 consistently indicate that the molecular structure alone 

cannot explain their THz spectral features.  For example, the one-carbon-atom difference in the 

side chains of aspartic acid, Asp, and glutamic acid, Glu, leads to a drastic change in the number, 

position, and width of all the TA peaks (Fig. 2a,b and Supplementary Fig. 12).  The same 

conclusion can also be reached by analyzing the TA spectra using a dynamic time-warping 

(DTW) algorithm and ‘violin’ plots.  Both of these methods reveal inconsistencies of TA spectra 

grouping according to the hydrophobic, charged or uncharged side chains in AA (Fig. 2c,d), 

which means that local vibrational modes (i.e. within molecular segments) are unable to explain 

THz oscillatory phenomena.  This conclusion is further substantiated by quantum mechanical 

(QM) calculations of the THz spectra of individual AA molecules, which differ strongly from the 

experimentally observed spectra (Supplementary Figs. 17-20 and a Supplementary Video 1 

file titled Single Molecule Vibrations).  

Two dominant types of TA spectra can be recognized for all AAs in Fig. 2d-f. Type 1 

spectra, exemplified by methionine (Met), show monotonically increasing absorptions with 

broad peaks, whereas Type 2 spectra, exemplified by glutamine (Gln) or glutamic acid (Glu), 

display multiple sharp peaks.  Note that attribution to Type 1 or Type 2 does not correlate with 

the chemical properties of the side chains (i.e. mass, charge and hydrophobicity), whereas a 

distinct negative correlation between the molecular masses of the AAs and the lowest THz 



resonance peak positions for both types of TA spectra (Fig. 2g) was observed.  Such dependence 

on molecular mass indicates that the collective long-range displacements of AA molecules or 

their large segments are responsible for these peaks38.  

Going further, we found that Type 1 and Type 2 spectra are nearly perfectly correlated 

with the symmetry group of the unit cell of the AA crystals (table S2).  All five Type 2 AAs 

crystallize in the orthorhombic space group P212121 - the most common for biocrystals39 (Fig. 2f).  

Type 1 AAs crystallize in monoclinic space groups P21 or C2 (Fig. 2e).  By comparing the XRD 

data with THz spectra, one can see that the crystallinity is the key requirement for the 

observation of the sharp TA peaks: subtle changes in XRD result in distinctly different features 

in the TA spectra (Supplementary Figs. 6,7).  Concomitantly, the absence of the long-range 

order leads to featureless, broad spectra (Supplementary Fig. 8)22,40.   It therefore becomes clear 

that the sharp peaks at the low frequency observed for Type 2 AAs are associated with well-

resolved phonon modes. The broad peaks in crystals of Type 1 and Type 2 AAs are expected to 

be a superposition of multiple phonons and other vibrational modes.  

The sharp peaks in the spectra of Type 2 AAs were investigated in greater detail.  The 

P212121 space group, uniting this type of biocrystals, has three 21 screw axes producing chiral 

patterns inside the unit cell.  Correspondingly, the nitrogen atoms of the amine groups (-NH2) 

and N-H···O hydrogen bonds form helices in the unit cell (e.g., L-Glu in Fig. 3c).   To 

investigate the mirror asymmetry of the observed phononic modes, TCD and TORD spectra of 

AAs and their enantiomers were obtained (Fig. 3a,b and Supplementary Fig 12).  All five Type 

2 AAs (His, Glu, Gln, Thr, Tyr) forming crystals in the P212121 space group showed distinct 

bisignate TCD peaks at low frequency, with nearly perfect mirror symmetry for L and D 

enantiomers, clearly indicating the chirality of these phonons (Fig. 3a,b,h,i and Supplementary 



Fig 14).  Other AAs may also support some modes of chiral phonons but their TCD spectra are 

broad, these features being likely to form from the superposition of multiple overlapping modes 

(Supplementary Fig. 12). 

Born-Kuhn (BK) model of coupled bi-oscillators41,42 may provide heuristic level of 

understanding of chiral phonons in various biocrystals.  Unlike previous versions of BK used for 

chiral plasmons41,42, the bi-oscillators in Fig. 3d,e represent AA segments coupled via hydrogen 

bonds. They are stacked on top of each other with twists between the molecules, similar to the 

P212121 lattice in Fig. 3c.   A left- or right-circularly polarized beam matching the handedness of 

the bi-oscillators can thereby excite their collective vibrations (Fig. 3d,e). The polarization-

dependent light absorption is represented by the nonlocality tensor , and for the model in 

Fig. 3c it acquires the form:  

                                 ,                                       Eq. 

1 

where,  is the resonance frequency,  is damping parameter,  is the coupling strength 

between the two oscillators, and  is mass of the individual oscillator; the remaining constants 

and variables are given in Supplementary Information.   The inverse dependence of   on 

 in Eq. 1 rationalizes the empirically observed inverse relationship between the TA peak 

position and molecular mass of AA (Fig. 2g).  TCD and TORD spectra can be calculated from 

 by applying the Drude–Born–Fedorov formalism41,42  as  

                                                        Eq. 2 

                                                  ,                  Eq. 3 



where  and  are the speed of light and oscillation frequency, respectively (Supplementary 

Information). The calculated TCD and TORD spectra match the shape and position of the 

experimental ones very well (Fig. 3h,i and Supplementary Fig. 14).  As perhaps expected, 

increases in the coupling parameter  increase the amplitude of the TCD and TORD peaks, 

which shows that stronger intermolecular bonds in biocrystals promote the propagation of chiral 

phonons (Fig. 3g).  Concurrently, increase in the damping parameter  reduces the intensity of 

the chiroptical THz peaks (Fig. 3f).   Since both  and  strongly influence the shapes of the 

TCD and, in particular, TORD peak, one can confidently fit the experimental data with the BK 

model obtaining the values of  and  (Supplementary Table 5) for several Type 2 AAs (Fig. 

3h,i and Supplementary Fig. 14). We found that the damping parameter43,44 decreases with the 

increase of the polarizability, µ, of the AA constituting the crystals (Fig. 3j), which can facilitate 

the selection of biocrystals predisposed to high-intensity chiral phonons.   

Further insight into the nature of lattice vibrations in crystals of AAs was obtained from 

atomistic computer simulations. A periodic supercell containing  2×1×2 unit cells of L-Glu was 

used for calculations of the phonon normal modes at the QM level using the GFN2-XTB 

Hamiltonian31 (Fig. 3k), as implemented in the CP2K program45 (Supplementary Information).   

The calculated TA (Fig. 3l) and TCD (Fig. 3m) spectra agree with the experimental results (Fig. 

2f and Fig. 3h).  The computer simulations also enable identification of the actual chiral phonon 

modes responsible for the appearance of the peaks in the TCD spectra.  As such, the normal 

mode for the 1.2-1.4 THz peak in crystals of L-Glu involves twisting of the carboxylate groups 

from both the main chain and the side chain with dihedral angles changing by tens of degrees 

(Fig. 3n,  Supplementary Information and a Supplementary Video2 file titled Chiral 

Phonons).  The handedness of the rotatory motion of these groups is opposite for the two Glu 



enantiomers (Fig. 3h,m). The broad peaks observed for Type 1 AAs represent superposition of 

several normal modes, as exemplified for the lattice vibrations observed for L-Met 

(Supplementary Fig. 18, a Supplementary Video 2 file titled Chiral Phonons).   Comparison 

of the crystallographically-derived structures of the AAs shows the structural differences 

between the two types of AA crystals. In Type 1 AAs the side chains interact mostly by via van 

der Waals forces while the main chains are strongly bound by ionic interactions between charged 

groups. On the other hand, charged or polar groups in the side chains of Type 2 AAs, allow for 

the formation of a homogeneous and strong network of supramolecular bonds throughout the 

crystal, which leads to the emergence of sharp TA, TCD, TORD peaks as spectroscopic 

signatures of chiral phonons and concurs with the high values of coupling parameter   

established using the BK model. Besides its importance in rationalizing the TA and TCD results 

for various biocrystals, this structure-function relationship opens the possibility to ‘tune’ chiral 

phonon frequencies in engineered synthetic crystals. 

The concerted movement of many atoms characteristic for chiral phonons 

(Supplementary Video 2) makes them highly sensitive to the both short- and long-range 

organization of the molecular lattices.  In the context of this study, this is essential because this 

sensitivity of chiral phonons makes possible their utilization in biomedical technologies. To 

demonstrate this capability and illustrate the generality of chiral phonons in biocrystals, TA, 

TCD, and TORD spectra of dipeptides, including Ala-Ala, Ala-Tyr, Ala-Gln, Gly-Gly as well as 

cystine (Cys-Cys linked via S-S bonds, CYT), and carnosine (Ala-His, CAR) were acquired (Fig. 

4 and Supplementary Fig. 16). Among these six dipeptides, Ala-Ala, Gln-Gln, Cys-Cys, and 

Ala-His display the strongest signatures of chiral phonons.  Note that L-CYT is the key 

component of kidney and bladder stones46, hair, nails, and skin, while L-CAR is known to 



scavenge reactive oxygen species47 and formulations of its microcrystals are used as nutritional 

supplements, which prompted us to investigate them in greater details. 

L-CYT crystallizes as hexagonal plates (P6122 chiral space group, a = b = 0.54 nm, c = 

5.60 nm) and the six CYT molecules in the unit cell are helically organized about the 61 screw 

axis (Fig. 4a)46.  Similar to Type 2 AAs, TA spectra of L- and D-CYT show sharp peaks in the 

spectral window between 0.2 and 2.5 THz (Fig. 4b).  The lowest resonance peak positions at 

0.71 THz and 0.56 THz shown in Fig. 2g agree well with the molecular weight of CYT (240.3 

g/mol) and CAR (226.23 g/mol), respectively.  TCD spectra of CYT enantiomers display mirror-

symmetrical peaks (Fig. 4b) with the most intense TCD peak at 1.57 THz matching very well 

with the TCD predictions from simulations of the CYT supercell (Supplementary Fig. 19 and 

Supplementary Movies).  The attribution of both bands to chiral phonons was also confirmed 

by the spectroscopic data for DL-CYT and deuterated L-CYT (Supplementary Fig. 15). 

Similarly, the TA and TCD spectra of L-CAR show collective vibrational modes having distinct 

TCD peaks (Fig. 4b). Alanine-based dipeptides (Ala-Ala, Ala-Tyr, and Ala-Gln) other than L-

CAR were also measured and the results are depicted in figs. S16 and Fig. 2g. 

The sharpness of the TCD peaks, the selective identification of left and right modes of 

chiral phonons corresponding to the enantiomers of the biomolecules, and the sensitivity of their 

spectral attributes to small perturbations, suggest the utility of the spectroscopic toolbox for 

chiral phonons in biocrystals in a variety of potential biomedical and pharmaceutical applications. 

The non-destructive and non-ionizing nature of THz spectroscopy presents an additional benefit 

in this context10,11,35,48, which is essential both for the patients and doctors.  To evaluate the 

feasibility of such applications, we analyzed four naturally occurring cystine stones removed 

from two canine patients as part of standard veterinary medical care (Fig. 4c).  These stones 



showed strong TA peaks at exactly 0.71 THz, where the CYT slurry showed its strongest 

resonance (Fig. 4b,d). Hyperspectral THz mapping shows not only the size and position of the 

stones but also provides a phononic fingerprint of the chemical composition that cannot be 

obtained using X-ray diffraction (Fig. 4e,f). A negative-to-positive transition in the TCD was 

found in the central part of the stones and birefringence effects in the edges and non-flat areas 

indicate variations in the growth conditions and crystallization patterns of the stones within the 

patients. This method could potentially be adapted to diagnosis and analysis of calculi in the 

urinary bladder or kidneys. 

The variability of chiral phonon signatures from L-CAR was also tested in commercial 

health supplements from five different manufacturers (Fig. 4g).   TA and TCD spectra (Fig. 4h,i) 

show large differences between the L-CAR formulations (Fig. 4b).  Ideally, the intensities of TA 

and TCD peaks should have the same ratio in all of the products and minimal sample-to-sample 

variations. However, this was not the case, as can be visualized by the TA and TCD distribution 

maps. These maps show distinct peak correlations specific to each manufacturer (Fig. 4j,l), 

which can be associated with structural differences in the L-CAR biocrystals and impurities. 

Since intermolecular interactions in biocrystals are also sensitive to aging caused by different 

environmental factors49, the changes in TA and TCD spectra of L-CAR samples after heating at 

65 °C for 48 hours were also evaluated.  The data in Fig. 4k,m indicate that: (1) the phonon of 

the L-CAR biocrystals is temperature-sensitive, even when the environment is far below its 

melting temperature (Tmelt = 253 °C) and (2) changes occurring in TA and TCD spectra with 

temperature are specific to each manufacturer presumably due to various chiral and achiral 

additives.  The observed tightening of the TCD spectra around the central point after thermal 



aging indicate that both recrystallization processes and chemical reactions have taken place even 

though appearance of the supplement does not change.  

In conclusion, the identification of chiral phonons in the THz range in biocrystals, and the 

elaboration of a spectroscopic toolbox for them, opens the door to a large family of materials 

wherein the complex collective vibrations of crystal lattices with rotatory components can be 

investigated.  Due to the strong sensitivity of chiral phonons to the chemical interactions in the 

crystal lattice, this methodological toolbox can be used for quality control in biomedical 

industry10,11, biomedical imaging8,48, and chiral photonics50. The library of THz fingerprints from 

basic AAs to complex proteins and other biomolecular complexes would open a new horizon for 

THz bioinformatics and deepen our understanding of many collective-vibration-mediated 

(bio)chemical processes.  

 



 

 

Fig. 1 Hyperspectral THz-TDP set-up for observation of chiral phonons in AA 

microcrystals. a, Schematics of the THz-TDP setup. Three wire grid polarizers (P1, P2 and P3) 

were used to analyze polarization states of the beam after passing through the sample. A 

motorized X-Y stage was used for mapping. b, Photograph and schematic of sandwich quartz 

cell with slurry mixtures, respectively. c and d, SEM images of before (c) and after (d) 

recrystallization of L-glutamine. e, Fourier-transformed hyperspectral datasets of electric fields 



were measured by three different polarization measurements for each pixel.  is obtained 

from the measurements of 45° and -45° for the P2 polarizer and  is from 0°, which is 

along the y direction. f, Example of TCD mapping for reference mineral oil and D-glutamine at 

1.69 THz, respectively. g, Example of TA mapping for reference mineral oil and D-glutamine at 

1.69 THz, respectively. The size of each pixel in the images of (e-g) is 500 µm.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Fig. 2 Analysis of TA spectra for L and D enantiomers of 20 AAs. a and b, 2D plot of TA 

spectra with band intensity represented by the color brightness. The same samples of achiral 

glycine were used for the TA analysis. White arrows indicate the appearance of sharp peaks in 

the spectra. c, 2D correlation matrix between L- and D-AAs without isoleucine. Larger sizes and 

darker colors indicate higher degrees of similarity between AAs. Some groups show similarity as 

indicated by square boxes; blue for hydrophobic, red for uncharged polar and gold for charged 

polar side groups. d, ‘Split violin’ side-by-side plots for TA spectra of the two enantiomers of 

AAs. The left half shows those of L-AAs and the right shows those of D-AAs. e and f, 



Normalized TA spectra of five representative L-AAs having broad peaks and sharp peaks, 

respectively. The shape of the distribution is dependent on the width of the peaks: broad peak 

AAs – Type 1, sharp peak AAs – Type 2. g, Molecular weight dependence of the lowest THz 

resonance peak position. The lowest peak appearing above the baseline was chosen for each AA 

crystal and the exact peak positions of the absorption peaks are summarized in Table S4. Color 

labels correspond to different groups; gray - positively charged polar, green - negatively charged 

polar, red - uncharged polar, blue - hydrophobic AAs and pink - dipeptides. AAs with larger 

molecular mass show lower resonance frequencies. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



Fig. 3  Analysis of TCD and TORD spectra for L- and D-enantiomers of 20 AAs. a and b, 

2D plot of TCD from 20 proteinogenic L- and D-AAs, respectively. D-isoleucine was not 

available. The same sample of glycine was used for analysis of both L- and D-AAs. Black arrows 

indicate crossing zero points corresponding to resonance frequency,  from Eq. 1. c, Molecular 

configuration of L-Glu crystal cell as an example of a compound crystallizing in the P212121 

space group. Amine groups are helically arranged in the 1-2-3-4 progression. d, Enlarged view 

of hydrogen bonds in (c), represented as springs in the BK model used for heuristic description 

of  chiral phonons. e, Schematic representation of the unit cell with bi-oscillators in P212121 

space symmetry. f and g, TCD and TORD calculated from the BK model varying with damping 

parameter γ and coupling strength ξ. h and i, Experimental and calculated TCD and TORD 

spectra of Glu and Gln, respectively. j, Dependence of γ on the polarizability (µ) of AA 

molecules43,44. k, Supercell of L-Glu used for the QM computations of THz spectra. l, 

Normalized TA spectra obtained from calculations of the L-Glu supercell in (k) using normal 

mode analysis (vertical lines) and MD simulations at the QM level (solid surfaces). m, 

Normalized TCD spectra from the same MD simulations at the QM level used for TA in (l). n, 

Superimposed structures of the L-Glu molecules along the normal mode (eigenmode) with a 

frequency of 1.31 THz for the system depicted in (k) (left) and its mirror image (right).  

 

 

 



 



Fig. 4  Chiral phonons in CYS and CAR. a, Helical axis of L-CYT molecules in a unit cell. Six 

L-CYT molecules winding a 61 screw axis that coincides with the c-axis as indicated by green 

helical ’scaffold’. b, Averaged TA and TCD spectra from L-CYT, D-CYT and L-CAR. c, 

Photograph of four cystine stones from two canine patients. The upper two stones are from a 

seven-year-old male American pit bull terrier and the lower two stones are from a six-year-old 

male English mastiff, respectively. Scale bar is 5 mm. d, Relative TA map of four cystine stones 

at 0.71 THz. e, TCD map of cystine stones from English mastiff at 0.7 THz and 0.73 THz, 

respectively. A negative-to-positive transition in the TCD was found in the central part of the 

stones, while there are birefringence effects in the edges and non-flat areas, indicating variations 

in the growth conditions and crystallization patterns of the stones.  f, Averaged TA and TCD 

spectra from cystine stones matched well with that of L-CYT crystals prepared in vitro. g, 

Photograph of five different pills from various manufacturers used for measurements. Scale bar 

is 1 cm.  h and i, Average TA and TCD spectra from as-received L-CAR from five different 

manufacturers. j and l, 2D peak intensity distribution map of TA and TCD from as-received L-

CAR samples. k and m, 2D peak intensity distribution map of TA and TCD from L-CAR slurries 

after incubation at 65 °C for 48 h.  
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Figures

Figure 1

Hyperspectral THz-TDP set-up for observation of chiral phonons in AA microcrystals. a, Schematics of
the THz-TDP setup. Three wire grid polarizers (P1, P2 and P3) were used to analyze polarization states of
the beam after passing through the sample. A motorized X-Y stage was used for mapping. b, Photograph



and schematic of sandwich quartz cell with slurry mixtures, respectively. c and d, SEM images of before
(c) and after (d) recrystallization of L-glutamine. e, Fourier-transformed hyperspectral datasets of electric
�elds were measured by three different polarization measurements for each pixel. is obtained from the
measurements of 45° and -45° for the P2 polarizer and is from 0°, which is along the y direction. f,
Example of TCD mapping for reference mineral oil and D-glutamine at 1.69 THz, respectively. g, Example
of TA mapping for reference mineral oil and D-glutamine at 1.69 THz, respectively. The size of each pixel
in the images of (e-g) is 500 µm.



Figure 2

Analysis of TA spectra for L and D enantiomers of 20 AAs. a and b, 2D plot of TA spectra with band
intensity represented by the color brightness. The same samples of achiral glycine were used for the TA
analysis. White arrows indicate the appearance of sharp peaks in the spectra. c, 2D correlation matrix
between L- and D-AAs without isoleucine. Larger sizes and darker colors indicate higher degrees of
similarity between AAs. Some groups show similarity as indicated by square boxes; blue for hydrophobic,
red for uncharged polar and gold for charged polar side groups. d, ‘Split violin’ side-by-side plots for TA
spectra of the two enantiomers of AAs. The left half shows those of L-AAs and the right shows those of
D-AAs. e and f, Normalized TA spectra of �ve representative L-AAs having broad peaks and sharp peaks,
respectively. The shape of the distribution is dependent on the width of the peaks: broad peak AAs – Type
1, sharp peak AAs – Type 2. g, Molecular weight dependence of the lowest THz resonance peak position.
The lowest peak appearing above the baseline was chosen for each AA crystal and the exact peak
positions of the absorption peaks are summarized in Table S4. Color labels correspond to different
groups; gray - positively charged polar, green - negatively charged polar, red - uncharged polar, blue -
hydrophobic AAs and pink - dipeptides. AAs with larger molecular mass show lower resonance
frequencies.



Figure 3

Analysis of TCD and TORD spectra for L- and D-enantiomers of 20 AAs. a and b, 2D plot of TCD from 20
proteinogenic L- and D-AAs, respectively. D-isoleucine was not available. The same sample of glycine was
used for analysis of both L- and D-AAs. Black arrows indicate crossing zero points corresponding to
resonance frequency, from Eq. 1. c, Molecular con�guration of L-Glu crystal cell as an example of a
compound crystallizing in the P212121 space group. Amine groups are helically arranged in the 1-2-3-4



progression. d, Enlarged view of hydrogen bonds in (c), represented as springs in the BK model used for
heuristic description of chiral phonons. e, Schematic representation of the unit cell with bi-oscillators in
P212121 space symmetry. f and g, TCD and TORD calculated from the BK model varying with damping
parameter γ and coupling strength ξ. h and i, Experimental and calculated TCD and TORD spectra of Glu
and Gln, respectively. j, Dependence of γ on the polarizability (µ) of AA molecules43,44. k, Supercell of L-
Glu used for the QM computations of THz spectra. l, Normalized TA spectra obtained from calculations
of the L-Glu supercell in (k) using normal mode analysis (vertical lines) and MD simulations at the QM
level (solid surfaces). m, Normalized TCD spectra from the same MD simulations at the QM level used for
TA in (l). n, Superimposed structures of the L-Glu molecules along the normal mode (eigenmode) with a
frequency of 1.31 THz for the system depicted in (k) (left) and its mirror image (right).



Figure 4

Chiral phonons in CYS and CAR. a, Helical axis of L-CYT molecules in a unit cell. Six L-CYT molecules
winding a 61 screw axis that coincides with the c-axis as indicated by green helical ’scaffold’. b, Averaged
TA and TCD spectra from L-CYT, D-CYT and L-CAR. c, Photograph of four cystine stones from two canine
patients. The upper two stones are from a seven-year-old male American pit bull terrier and the lower two
stones are from a six-year-old male English mastiff, respectively. Scale bar is 5 mm. d, Relative TA map of



four cystine stones at 0.71 THz. e, TCD map of cystine stones from English mastiff at 0.7 THz and 0.73
THz, respectively. A negative-to-positive transition in the TCD was found in the central part of the stones,
while there are birefringence effects in the edges and non-�at areas, indicating variations in the growth
conditions and crystallization patterns of the stones. f, Averaged TA and TCD spectra from cystine stones
matched well with that of L-CYT crystals prepared in vitro. g, Photograph of �ve different pills from
various manufacturers used for measurements. Scale bar is 1 cm. h and i, Average TA and TCD spectra
from as-received L-CAR from �ve different manufacturers. j and l, 2D peak intensity distribution map of
TA and TCD from as-received L-CAR samples. k and m, 2D peak intensity distribution map of TA and TCD
from L-CAR slurries after incubation at 65 °C for 48 h.
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